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Abstract: Anaerobic digestion is an important means to turn agricultural waste into resources and an
important way to address the challenges in treating vegetable residues in China. In this study, the
co-digestion of dairy manure with tomato residue was investigated to clarify the effect of the total
solids (TS) of the digestion substrate on methane’s production and mechanism using the self-made
anaerobic digestion device. The results showed that all treatments could rapidly ferment methane
and that the daily methane production showed a trend of increasing first and then decreasing. The
optimal concentrations of the digestion substrate for liquid anaerobic digestion (L-AD), hemi-solid-
state anaerobic digestion (HSS-AD), and solid-state anaerobic digestion (SS-AD) were 10%, 18%,
and 25%, respectively. Compared with SS-AD and HSS-AD, L-AD gas production peaked 3–6 days
earlier. Treatment TS25 had the best cumulative methane production, reaching 117.4 mL/g VS.
However, treatment TS6 had acid accumulation and a very unstable system. The cumulative methane
production of SS-AD was higher than that of HSS-AD and L-AD. Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes
were the dominant flora, and Methanoculleus, Methanosarcina, and Methanobrevibacter were the main
archaeal groups. The TS significantly changed the microbial community composition of the digestion
system, especially the low TS treatment. The results presented herein indicated that TS significantly
changed the bacterial and archaeal community composition of the digestion system, and thus with
the increase in TS from 6% to 25%, the methane yield increased.

Keywords: dairy manure; tomato residues; solid content of digestion substrate; gas production
performance; microbial community structure

1. Introduction

As of the end of 2022, there are 104,200 biogas plants in China, and the main substrates
are livestock and poultry manure. Since the implementation of the transformation and
upgrading of biogas projects in 2015, the development of extra-large biogas projects has
become a trend. The extra-large biogas plants usually have a reactor volume of ≥5000 m3.
Due to stable methane yield production, extra-large biogas plants are economically feasible.
Manure has a low energy value and low biogas conversion efficiency, and thus livestock
manure alone can no longer meet the needs of the normal operation of biogas plants, so it
is imperative to add a co-substrate for anaerobic digestion.

Tomato is one of the most important main vegetables in China. Tomato production
was 65.15 million tons in 2022, nearly one-third of the global tomato production. Due
to their perishable characteristics, the large amount of tomato vines produced cannot be
used in landfills. Tomato vines are a potential resource of anaerobic digestion owing to
the high biodegradability and high moisture content of this waste stream, and a wide
variety of tomato vines are underutilized causing a serious waste of resources and other
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environmental problems [1,2]. If tomato residues are added to livestock manure as an
auxiliary material for anaerobic digestion, the problems of the shortage of raw materials for
very large biogas projects and difficulty in processing tomato seedlings will be solved [3,4].

According to the total solids (TS) of the digestion substrate, anaerobic digestion was
divided into liquid anaerobic digestion (L-AD, TS < 10%), hemi-solid-state anaerobic diges-
tion (HSS-AD, 10% < TS < 20%), and solid-state anaerobic digestion (SS-AD, TS > 20%) [5,6].
In general, L-AD is one of the most commonly used anaerobic digestion methods due to
the low digestion concentration of the material, the ease of stirring, the more convenient
operation and maintenance, and the high mass transfer efficiency [7]. However, due to the
high concentration of the material digestion, small reactor volume, and small footprint,
SS-AD and HSS-AD are considered to be more advantageous [8–10]. In recent years, many
scholars have conducted a large amount of research on L-AD and SS-AD using single mate-
rials or mixtures of wastes such as livestock and poultry manure and crop straw [11–13].
Yu et al. (2020) [14] evaluated the effect of mixing ratios on biogas production during the
mesophilic digestion of cabbage waste and cattle manure, showing that a 30–50% methane
yield increase appeared in AD co-digestion compared with mono feedstock. The anaerobic
co-digestion of cow manure and canteen food waste yielded greater biogas (147–300 cm3/g
VS) than mono-digestion and could play a better role in nutrient management for the
circular economy [15]. Mlaik et al. (2024) [16] found that the anaerobic co-digestion of
fruits and vegetable waste with cow manure and poultry manure achieved a 1.3-fold higher
biogas yield than that of fruits and vegetable waste’s mono-digestion. However, tomato
residues were added as an auxiliary material to the livestock and poultry manure digestion
system, and the investigation of the effects of digestion substrate concentration on the gas
production performance, stability, and microbial community characteristics of the system
has not been reported.

Therefore, in this study, tomato residues were selected as an excipient in the dairy
manure anaerobic digestion system (1) to compare the effect of the digestion substrate
concentration (L-AD, TS < 12%; HSS-AD, 12% ≤ TS < 20%; SS-AD, TS ≥ 20%) on methane
production and (2) to examine digestion characteristics and the microbial community
structure to clarify the effect mechanism of the digestion substrate on methane production.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Raw Materials and Inoculum

Dairy manure was obtained from the cowshed of Yinxiang Weiye Group Co., Ltd. and
was homogenized using a blender. The tomato residues were obtained from the Modern
Agriculture Demonstration Garden in Jinan City and were crushed to a particle size of less
than 5.0 mm using a food waste disposer (DAOGRS MCD-56, DAOGRS INC, China). All
materials were stored in a 4 ◦C freezer until use.

The sludge from the Hengyuan agricultural biogas plant (with dairy manure and
tail vegetables as substrate) in Changqing District, Jinan, was collected and centrifuged at
2000 r/min for 15 min. The collected precipitate was used as the inoculum. The inoculum
was stored in a walk-in cooler at 4 ◦C in a sealed bucket until use. The chemical properties
of the raw materials and inoculum are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Physicochemical properties of materials and inoculum.

Measurement Indicator Dairy Manure Tomato Residues Inoculum

Water content (%) 82.2 ± 0.4 85.1 ± 0.2 62.6 ± 0.8
Total Solid (%) 17.8 ± 0.3 14.9 ± 0.2 37.4 ± 0.4

Volatile solids (%) b 16.1 ± 0.02 10.5 ± 0.5 10.2 ± 0.03
Volatile solids/Solid content (%) 42.6 ± 0.2 70.2 ± 0.07 27.3 ± 0.04

pH 8.0 ± 0.2 ND a 8.3 ± 0.4
Total carbon (%) b 45.4 ± 0.0 46.6 ± 0.4 16.7 ± 0.02
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Table 1. Cont.

Measurement Indicator Dairy Manure Tomato Residues Inoculum

Total nitrogen (%) b 2.4 ± 0.0 2.4 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.01
Carbon nitrogen ratio 18.5 ± 0.0 19.5 ± 0.8 21.2 ± 0.02
Hemicellulose (%) b 25.1 ± 0.7 16.0 ± 0.08 14.3 ± 0.2

Cellulose (%) b 23.4 ± 0.5 21.5 ± 0.02 6.3 ± 0.5
Lignin (%) b 6.1 ± 0.07 7.0 ± 0.01 5.1 ± 0.7

Notes: ND a = Undeterminate. b Calculate according to dry weight, the rest according to wet weight.

2.2. Equipment

The digestion device consisted of a constant temperature cabinet, a reactor, a flowmeter
and an air bag. The reactor has a volume of 2.5 L. The reactor, flowmeter, and air bag were
connected by glass tubes and rubber tubes. The biogas generated was collected by an air
bag. The digestion was measured by a flowmeter, the reactor was placed in a constant
temperature cabinet, and the temperature of the constant temperature cabinet was set at
35 ± 1 ◦C (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of digestion apparatus (1: Thermostated cabinet; 2: Heater; 3: Tempera-
ture control Panel; 4: Reactor; 5: Sampling tube; 6: Gasway tube; 7: Gas bag).

2.3. Experimental Design

Nine treatments were set up according to different digestion technologies (L-AD,
TS < 10%; HSS-AD, 10% < TS < 20%; SS-AD, TS > 20%: TS 6% (TS6); TS 8% (TS8); TS 10%
(TS10); TS 12% (TS12); TS 15% (TS15); TS 18% (TS18); TS 20% (TS20); TS 22% (TS22); TS
25% (TS25). Each treatment had three replicates. In the anaerobic digestion system, the
mass ratio of dairy manure to tomato residue was 1:1, and the inoculation ratio was 1.
After the addition of materials, nitrogen was bubbled into the reactor to ensure a strict
anaerobic environment. The anaerobic reactor was placed in an incubator at 35 ± 1 ◦C for
50 d. During the experiment, biogas was collected using a 5 L biogas bag (Plato, Dalian,
China) at regular intervals every day, and the biogas production and components were
measured. Meanwhile, samples before and after digestion were collected for digestion
system properties and microbial characterization. The controls without dairy manure and
tomato residue were prepared for every treatment separately.

2.4. Measurement Indicators and Methods

Solid indicators: Total solids content and volatile solids content were determined
by dry weighing [17]; total carbon and total nitrogen were measured using an elemental
analyzer (Elementar Analysensystem, Hanau, Germany) [18].
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Liquid indicators: pH value was measured using a pH meter using a solid-to-liquid
ratio of 1:10; total ammonia nitrogen (including free ammonia (NH3) and ammonium
nitrogen (NH4

+-N)) was determined by an improved distillation titration method [19];
according to Wang et al. (2018) [20], volatile fatty acid was determined using an alkalinity
analyzer (Shanghai Leici, Shanghai, China).

Gas indicators: The biogas collected in the gas bags was measured with a biogas
flowmeter (Ritter, Bochum, Germany), and the biogas components (CO2, CH4, N2 and
O2) were analyzed with a gas chromatographer (Beijing Spectrum Analysis Company,
Beijing, China). Daily methane yield expressed in mL/g VS substrate was calculated as the
volume of methane gas produced per g of VS loaded into the reactor at startup, corrected
by subtracting the methane yield obtained from the control reactor and adjusted linearly
based on the amount of VS. The cumulative methane yield was obtained by the cumulative
calculation of the daily methane yield [21,22].

Microbial indicators: Three treatments, TS6, TS20, and TS25, were selected to collect
samples at the initial stage of digestion (TS6-IP, TS20-IP, and TS25-IP) and the peak gas
production period (TS6-GP, TS20-GP, and TS25-GP). For high-throughput sequencing,
three biological parallel samples were taken from each treatment. The analytical test was
completed by Beijing Novogene Technology Co., Ltd. (Novogene, Beijing, China). The
primer sequences for the bacterial and archaeal V3-V4 regions used are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Primers used in high-throughput sequencing of bacteria and archaea.

Sequencing Region Primer Name Primer Sequence Species

V3-V4
338F ACTCCTACGGGGAGGCAGGAG

Bacteria806R GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT

V3-V4
344F ACGGGGYGCAGCAGGCGCGA

Archaea806R GGACTACVSGGGTATCTAAT

2.5. Statistical Analysis

All data were analyzed using SAS9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). All treat-
ments were considered significant at p < 0.05 (Tukey). Data processing and visualization
were performed using Microsoft Excel 2013. Due to the existence of interference data
in the original sequencing data, the data were further filtered and spliced by RDP and
QIIME2 software to obtain valid data, which were subjected to cluster analysis and species
classification analysis with 97% consistency. Based on the obtained OTU results, species
annotation was performed on each OTU by software such as the BLAST online analysis tool
to obtain the species information and species abundance data of the microbial communities
of bacteria and Archaea, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Methane Production

The effect of the digestion substrate TS on daily methane production through anaerobic
digestion is shown in Figure 2. All treatments could rapidly ferment to produce methane;
the daily methane production showed a trend of increasing first and then decreasing, with
the peak value of gas production appearing at 9–15 days. Agreeing with Zhang et al.
(2018) [23] and Lin et al. (2014) [24], this study fit with the typical kinetic characteristics of
batch anaerobic digestion. Compared with SS-AD and HSS-AD, L-AD reached the peak
value of gas production 3-6 days earlier [25]. The study also found that, compared with
SS-AD, L-AD digestion started faster and had a shorter methane residence period. In
L-AD, the TS10 treatment had the highest peak daily gas production at 7.3 mL/g VS. The
peak values of gas production for the TS6 and TS8 treatments were lower, and the daily
methane production decreased rapidly in the later stage to basically no longer produce
gas after 23 days. This may be due to the higher TS of the inoculum and material, and
a large amount of water was added during the material mixing process, resulting in less
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degradable material in the tank. In HSS-AD, the maximum daily peak gas production
decreased as the TS increased, which is in agreement with Lin et al. (2015) [26] and Li et al.
(2018) Lin, Ge, Liu, and Li [26,27]. The maximum daily peak gas production of the TS12
treatment was 28% higher than that of the TS18 treatment. However, the TS12 and TS15
treatments almost no longer produced gas after 27 days, and the TS18 treatment continued
to produce gas. Similar to HSS-AD, the peak daily gas production for the TS20, TS22,
and TS25 treatments was 9.6, 5.0, and 8.0 mL/g VS, respectively; the decreasing trend of
the daily gas production was slow until the daily methane production decreased below
1.0 mL/g VS after 30 days.
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Figure 2. Effect of different solids contents of digestion materials on daily methane production
through anaerobic digestion. (Liquid anaerobic digestion (L-AD), TS < 12%; dry-state anaerobic
digestion (SS-AD) 12% ≤ TS < 20%; semidry-state anaerobic digestion (HSS-AD), TS ≥ 20%).

As shown in Figure 3, the cumulative methane production of SS-AD was higher than
that of HSS-AD and L-AD. Among all digestion treatments, the TS25 treatment had the
highest level of the digestion cumulative methane production at 117.4 mL/g VS, while
the TS6 treatment had the lowest level of the digestion methane yield at 34.2 mL/g VS.
In L-AD, the cumulative methane production gradually increased with the increase in
TS. Compared with the TS6 treatment, the cumulative methane production of the TS10
treatment increased by 98.3%. The trends of the cumulative methane production of HSS-AD
and SS-AD were similar to those of L-AD. The cumulative methane production increased
by 53.8% (p < 0.05) from TS12 to TS18, but the difference in cumulative methane production
between the TS12 and TS15 treatments was not significant. It is generally considered that
digestion is basically completed when gas production reaches more than 90% of the total
gas production [28]. The digestion of L-AD and HSS-AD was completed between 17 and
23 d (Figure 3). The completion time of SS-AD was 27–28 days. These results indicated that
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as TS increased, the degradable materials in the system increased, and the time needed for
the completion of anaerobic digestion gradually increased. Wang et al. (2020) [29] indicated
that the reactor required a longer startup time in the presence of a higher TS content.
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Figure 3. Effect of different solids contents of digestion materials on cumulative methane production
from anaerobic digestion. (Liquid anaerobic digestion (L-AD), TS < 12%; dry-state anaerobic digestion
(SS-AD) 12% ≤ TS < 20%; semidry-state anaerobic digestion (HSS-AD), TS ≥ 20%).

The methane yield per unit volume (m3 methane/m3 reactor volume) of SS-AD was
significantly higher than that of L-AD (p < 0.01) (Figure 4). However, there was no significant
difference in the methane production rate per unit volume among the TS10, TS12, and TS15
treatments (p > 0.05). Treatment TS25 had the highest rate of methane production per unit
volume at 5.8 m3 methane/m3 reactor volume, which was 0.6–13.5 times higher than that of
the other treatments. This was consistent with the previous study. The higher the TS is, the
higher the methane yield per unit volume [30]. This is mainly due to the addition of a large
amount of water by L-AD, which requires a larger reactor volume and a lower methane yield
per unit volume under the same solid load [30].

3.2. Anaerobic Digestion Characteristics

An appropriate pH value of the digestion material helps to maintain the activity
of methanogens and ensure the progress of anaerobic digestion [31]. As the reaction
progressed, except for the pH values of the TS6 and TS8 treatments, which fell below 6.2,
the final pH values of the other treatments remained above 7.5 (Table 3). The drop in pH
could inhibit methanogenesis and disrupt the AD process [32]. This was in agreement with
the low cumulative methane production by the TS6 and TS8 treatments, which may be
due to the inhibition of fermentative methanogenesis by system acidification. Studies have
shown that a total ammonia nitrogen (TAN) concentration of less than 3 g/L helps the
growth of anaerobic microorganisms and provides a certain buffer for anaerobic reaction
tanks [33,34]. The final TAN contents of the different treatments were in the range of
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0.7–2.2 g/kg; therefore, the system TAN was not the cause of the low cumulative methane
production in treatments TS6 and TS8.
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Table 3. The final pH value, ammonia nitrogen, volatile fatty acids, and basicity of the digestion
system under different solids contents of the digestion materials.

Treatment pH TAN
(g/kg)

VFAs
(g/kg)

ALK
(g CaCO3/kg) VFA/ALK

TS6 5.6 1.0 5.8 4.4 1.32
TS8 6.2 0.7 3.7 8.3 0.45
TS10 7.5 1.6 3.1 9.8 0.32
TS12 7.6 1.0 3.4 11.2 0.30
TS15 7.6 1.2 2.3 8.9 0.26
TS18 8.3 1.8 2.9 11.7 0.25
TS20 8.5 2.1 1.1 8.4 0.13
TS22 8.3 2.1 1.3 9.5 0.14
TS25 8.4 2.2 1.2 6.5 0.18

Notes: Total ammonia nitrogen, TAN; volatile fatty acids, VFAs; alkalinity, ALK. TS6, TS8, TS10, TS12, TS15, TS18,
TS20, TS22, and TS25 denote the total solid (TS) of fermentation substrates (TS were 6%, 8%, 10%, 12%, 15%, 18%,
20%, 22%, and 25%).

As the system TS increased, the final VFA concentrations showed a decreasing trend.
Li et al. (2018) [35] also reported that SS-AD conditions had a higher initial alkalinity than
that of the L-AD condition, which may have provided more buffering capacity to overcome
the higher organic loading under SS-AD conditions. The final concentration of VFAs in the
TS6 treatment was 5.8 g/kg, which was close to the toxicity threshold of 6 g/kg [36]. It
was further confirmed that VFAs accumulated in excess in the TS6-treated tanks, which
led to system instability and low methane production. In general, VFAs in SS-AD were
lower than those in L-AD and HSS-AD, which was consistent with the result of cumulative
gas production [37]. The VFA/ALK ratio is a reliable parameter reflecting the stability of
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anaerobic digestion systems. A value higher than 0.6 indicates that the reactor load is too
high or the system alkalinity is low [38]. The final VFA/ALK ratio of the TS6 treatment
reached 1.32, indicating that this treatment had severe acidification and insufficient basicity,
which severely inhibited digestion and gas production.

3.3. Microbial Community Structure

Bacteria and archaea play critical roles in the anaerobic digestion process. For example,
the degradation of materials such as proteins and polysaccharides and the transformation
of organic matter such as acetic acid are all related to bacteria. In anaerobic biogas diges-
tion, archaea, represented by methanogenic microorganisms, play a key role in “methane
production” [39]. Therefore, changes in the composition and structure of the bacterial and
archaeal communities have a great impact on key indicators such as biogas production and
methane concentration.

The Chao1 and observed_species indices showed that, compared with the initial
stage of digestion, the bacterial richness during the peak gas production period showed a
decreasing trend, while the Shannon and Simpson indices showed an increasing trend in
bacterial diversity (Table 4). TS25-GP had the highest Shannon and Simpson indices, which
was consistent with the cumulative methane production of the TS25 treatment. These
results indicated that anaerobic digestion can increase the bacterial biodiversity in the
system. In contrast to bacteria, the Shannon index of TS6-GP was lower than the initial
value of digestion (Table 4), which was consistent with the fact that the TS6 digestion
system tended to be poorly acidified and stable, resulting in low daily methane production
(Figure 2).

Table 4. The alpha diversity of bacteria and archaea at the beginning of digestion and the peak gas
production period under different solids contents of the digestion materials.

Samples Observed-Species Shannon Simpson Chao1

Bacteria

TS6-IP 1009.5 6.878 0.966 1095.269
TS20-IP 1067.2 6.552 0.954 1189.641
TS25-IP 1039.8 6.821 0.967 1163.642
TS6-GP 1087.3 7.005 0.973 1079.027
TS20-GP 988.1 7.128 0.977 1129.575
TS25-GP 989.9 7.352 0.984 1077.806

Archaea

TS6-IP 172 4.227 0.877 185.942
TS20-IP 149 3.991 0.857 162.881
TS25-IP 158 3.548 0.773 174.237
TS6-GP 130 4.114 0.88 137.567
TS20-GP 145 4.122 0.861 152.595
TS25-GP 140 3.722 0.804 157.254

Notes: TS6-IP, TS20-IP, and TS25-IP denote that the samples were collected at the initial stage of digestion; TS6-GP,
TS20-GP, and TS25-GP denote that the samples were collected at the peak gas production period.

At the phylum level, the main bacteria in the different treatments were Firmicutes,
Bacteroidetes, Proteobacteria, and unidentified bacteria, with Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes
being the dominant flora (Figure 5). Firmicutes can generate acetic acid during anaerobic
digestion, and its relative abundance is related to cumulative methane production [40]. In
the initial stage of digestion, the relative abundance of Firmicutes in TS6-IP, TS20-IP, and
TS25-IP was 43.16%, 38.62%, and 37.61%, respectively, with no significant difference among
treatments. These results indicated that the Firmicutes at the early stage of digestion was
mainly carried over by the inoculum, and the digestion concentration had a slight effect on
its relative abundance. During the peak gas production period, the relative abundance of
Firmicutes in TS6-GP, TS20-GP, and TS25-GP was 38.12%, 48.74%, and 43.84%, respectively;
that in the TS 6% treatment was significantly lower than that in TS20 and TS25. This
was consistent with the results of cumulative methane production (Figure 3). Wang et al.
(2018) [41] also discovered that Firmicutes could hydrolyze cellulose in cow dung and
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tail vegetable residue. Bacteroidetes play an important role in the degradation process
of tomato residues [42]. During the initial stage of digestion, the relative abundance of
Bacteroidetes did not differ significantly among the treatments. However, during the peak
gas production period, the relative abundance of Bacteroidetes in TS6-GP, TS20-GP, and
TS25-GP reached 36.64%, 35.60%, and 33.39%, respectively, which was similar to that of
Firmicutes (Figure 5). The above results are consistent with Tukanghan et al. (2021) [43]
that Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes were predominated in anaerobic digesters.
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Figure 5. The relative abundance of bacteria and archaea during the initial digestion and peak gas
production periods. (TS6-IP, TS20-IP, and TS25-IP denote that the samples were collected at the initial
stage of digestion; TS6-GP, TS20-GP, and TS25-GP denote that the samples were collected at the peak
gas production period).

At the subordinate level, the main archaea under different treatments were Methanoculleus,
Methanosarcina, and Methanobrevibacter. Methanoculleus is a type of extreme anaerobic
bacteria that mainly uses formate and CO2 in the system to generate CH4 during the
digestion process [44]. During the peak gas production period, the relative abundance of
Archaea showed an increasing trend as the TS increased, which was consistent with the
cumulative methane production (Figure 3). Based on the analysis of the microbial community
in the reactors, a higher presence of hydrogenotrophic methanogenic archaea (Methanospirillum,
Methanobacterium, Methanobrevibacter, and Methanoculleus) was found [45,46]. Compared with
other archaea, Methanosarcina was not sensitive to the environment and could survive in
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higher concentrations of acetic acid and VFAs. During the peak gas production period, the
TS6 treatment system had already been acidified, but the relative abundance of Methanosarcina
was very high at 47.59%.

As shown in Figure 6, there was no significant difference in the bacterial community
structure among TS6-IP, TS20-IP, and TS25-IP or between TS20-GP and TS25-GP. There
was a significant difference in the bacterial community structure between groups. These
results indicated that the main microorganisms in the initial stage of digestion were from
the inoculum and had little relationship with the digestion material. During the peak
period of digestion and gas production, TS significantly changed the bacterial community
composition of the digestion system, especially the low TS treatment. Similar to the changes
in the bacterial community structure, TS also had a great impact on the archaeal community
structure during the digestion process. Compared with the initial stage of digestion, the
archaeal community structure was the most obvious during TS6-GP, while changes in
TS20-GP and TS25-GP were relatively small. The changes in the digestion substrate could
result in shifts in the microbial community structure and function in the digestion processes
and the consequent augmentation of biogas production [47,48]. These results suggest that
lower TS not only significantly changed the bacterial community structure but also changed
the archaeal community structure.
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4. Conclusions

TS significantly changed the bacterial and archaeal community composition of the
digestion system, and thus with the increase in TS from 6% to 25%, the methane yield
increased. The TS6 treatment resulted in severe acidification and insufficient basicity, which
severely inhibited digestion and gas production. The anaerobic digestion process increased
the bacterial biodiversity in the system. In contrast to bacteria, the archaeal Shannon index
of TS6-GP was lower than the initial value of digestion, which was consistent with the
results of the cumulative methane production. During the peak period of digestion and gas
production, TS significantly changed the bacterial and archaeal community composition of
the digestion system, especially the low TS treatment. Furthermore, the techno-economic
assessment of the anaerobic digestion of dairy manure and tomato residues should be made
for future research and development.
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